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APPENDIX D

SOME SUPERGRAVITY RELATIONS

For easy reference to the reader, we use this appendix to state the relevant derivatives of the
supergravity potential of a two-sector system coupled via

G(φi, φ
ı
, qa, qa) = G(1)(φi, φ

ı
) +G(2)(qa, qa) . (D.1)

We use middle-alphabet Latin indices {i, ı} to denote the fields in the inflationary sector,
beginning-alphabet Latin indices {a, a} to denote the fields in the hidden sector and Greek
indices {α, α} to denote the full system. Derivatives with respect to these fields are denoted
by subscripts, e.g. ∂iG = Gi and ∂i∂jG = Gij . The Hessian Gαβ describes the metric
of the (product-) manifold parametrized by the fields. This is a Kähler manifold and hence
∇αGβ = Gαβ .

The supergravity potential is

V = eG(GαG
α − 3) = eG(GαG

α − 3) = eG(GaG
a +GiG

i − 3) . (D.2)

Its covariant derivatives are denoted with subscripts (note that this is a different convention
than the one used for the Kähler function G), e.g. ∇iV = ∂iV = Vi and ∇i∇jV = Vij . In
terms of derivatives of G, the first derivatives of V are given by

Vi = GiV + eG
(
(∇iGj)Gj +Gi

)
, (D.3)

Vı = GıV + eG
(

(∇ıG)G +Gı
)
, (D.4)
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and similar expressions for Va and Va. The Hessian of covariant derivatives is

Vij = ∇iGjV +GiVj +GjVi −GiGjV + eG
[
(∇i∇jGk)Gk + 2∇iGj

]
, (D.5)

Vi = GiV +GiV +GVi −GiGV + eG
[
RiklG

kGl +Gkl∇iGk∇Gl +Gi
]
, (D.6)

Via = ∇aGiV +GiVa +GaVi −GiGaV + eG [(∇a∇iGα)Gα +∇iGa +∇aGi]

= GiVa +GaVi −GiGaV , (D.7)

Via = GiaV +GiVa +GaVi −GiGaV + eG
[
RαβiaG

αGβ +Gαβ∇iGα∇aGβ +Gia
]

= GiVa +GaVi −GiGaV , (D.8)

and similar expressions for the other Vαβ . The equalities in (D.7) and (D.8) are a result of the
specific form of the Kähler function (D.1).
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